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ye ought, the honourable office which is especially
devolved on you. Let it be your acceptable service
to recommend the discredited cause, and sustain
the fainting interests of religion, to furnish to her
friends matter of sound and obvious argument, and
of honest triumph: and if your best endeavours
cannot conciliate, to refute at least, and confound
her enemies.
If, on the other hand, you are conscious that you
are naturally rough and austere, that disappoint-
ments have soured or prosperity has elated To the m_
you, or that habits of command have ren- turatty
dered you quick in expression, and im- rough and
patient of contradiction; or if, from what- austere'
ever other cause, you have contracted an unhappy
peevishness of temper, or asperity of manners, or
harshness and severity of language, (remember that
these defects are by no means incompatible with an
aptness to perform services of substantial kindness;)
if nature has been confirmed by habit till at length
your soul seems thoroughly tinctured with these evil
dispositions, yet do not despair. Remember that
the Divine Agency is promised u to take away the
heart of stone, and give a heart of flesh," of which
it is the natural property to be tender and impres-
sible. Pray then earnestly and perseveringly, that
the blessed aid of Divine Grace may operate effec-
tually on your behalf. Beware of acquiescing in the
evil tempers which have been condemned, under the
idea that they are the ordinary imperfections of the
best of men; that they show themselves only in
little instances; that they are only occasional,
hasty, and transient effusions, when you are taken
off your guard; the passing shade of your mind,
and not the settled colour. Beware of excusing
or allowing them in yourself, under the notion of

